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**** Please Read This Carefully Before Purchasing Your Package **** 

 

2021 Price Catalogue (All pricing currently available only in Kshs) 

1. UPDATED: Concise Resume review, writing, and revamping @1600 

2. UPDATED: Concise Resume, plus cover letter @2200 

3. UPDATED: Concise Resume, cover letter, and training on how to apply for a job @2700 

4. UPDATED: Concise Resume, cover letter, and 3 sessions of pre-interview training @3400 

5. UPDATED: Concise Resume, cover letter, 3 sessions of career coaching @3900 

6. UPDATED: Concise Resume, cover letter, LinkedIn profile, 3 sessions of career coaching, 3 

sessions of pre-interview training @5000 

7. UPDATED: LinkedIn profile revamp @2200 

8. UPDATED: LinkedIn profile revamp, concise Resume, and cover letter @4400 

9. NEW: 3 sessions of Pre-interview training @2800 

10. NEW: 3 sessions of Pre-interview training and how to pass an aptitude test @3,500 

11. UPDATED: Cover letters customized to your job description @600 

12. UPDATED: 3 sessions of career coaching and pre-interview training @3800 

13. UPDATED: 3 Sessions of career coaching @3000 

14. NEW: Training on how to ACE an aptitude test @2,100 

15. NEW: 2-page ATS compliant Concise Resume and cover letter @2,500 

16. NEW: 3-page ATS compliant Concise Resume and cover letter @3,300 

17. NEW: 4-page ATS compliant Concise Resume and cover letter @3,600 

18. NEW: 2-page ATS compliant Concise Resume @2,000 

19. NEW: 3-page ATS compliant Concise Resume @2,500 

20. NEW: 4-page ATS compliant Concise Resume @3,000 

21. Business proposal-on prorata basis 

22. Business plans-on prorata basis 

TO PAY FOR YOUR PACKAGE, GO TO MPESA - BUY GOODS AND SERVICES, 

ENTER TILL NUMBER- 5625415- OMIL STAFFING SERVICES-UPLOAD THE MPESA 

CODE AND MESSAGE oss@omilstaffingservices.com. SUBJECT - PAYMENT FOR MY 

PACKAGE. 

The admin shall generate your receipt in the next 2 hours and begin to work on delivering your 

package. Turnaround time is 5-7 business working days depending on the scope of your project.  

 

NOTE: Any corrections not borne out of omission or error on our part, shall attract a charge of 40% of 

the original fee. Always provide accurate and adequate information while placing your orders. Thank you. 

You agree that you're reaching out because I know my niche and I know what to include in a resume and 

what not to. I am going to redraft the resume according to the HR industry standards and not what you 

want to see or what you feel should be included in the resume. 

mailto:oss@omilstaffingservices.com

